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Technology Hospitality

Seeking to create technology services that fuse high levels of 
technology and hospitality, we at Almex continue to provide 
ultimate hospitality to both our customers and end users. 

Techno-Hospitality to the world
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November 2014, we will continue to create business 
opportunities in the fast-growing Southeast Asian market. 

�e third axis is to consistently update our technologies and
products, which are the source of our business value, especially 
in this age of DX and big bang innovation, while focusing our 
management resources on continuing to develop products and 
services adaptable and acceptable in society.

We will promote internal DX initiatives in our business and 
organizational operations while researching and exploring new 
technologies, such as cloud computing, IoT, M2M, big data, 
AI, biometrics, and �ntech, as well as new system designs. We 
will sail into and overcome the stormy Darwinian Sea to 
consistently evolve ourselves through the improvement and 
update of existing products, as well as the development and 
creation of new products and services utilizing such new 
technologies. Aiming for sustainably enhancing our business 
value through the trinity of hardware, software, and services, 
we will boldly take up the challenge to realize ADX (ALMEX 
Digital Transformation).

Pursue the integration of "Technology" and 
"Hospitality" at a high level

Adapt to a paradigm shift towards the next level, to meet 
social needs

In the wake of the global pandemic, our world is currently 
experiencing a major paradigm shift. With the acceleration of 
irreversible social needs, such as social distancing, remote 
working, OMO (Online Merges with O�ine), and cashless, 
there are ever-increasing demands to solve various issues and 
realize "non-face-to-face, non-contact, and labor-saving" in our 
business domains. Now the time has come when the products 
and services we have provided to date are gathering more 
attention due to their value to society. It is no exaggeration to 
say that our true value is being tested. ALMEX will pursue the 
integration of "Technology" and "Hospitality" at a high level 
while creating outstanding TECHNO-SERVICE in order to 
support the further improvement of e�ciency and convenience 
for our customers and end users.

Dispatch Techno-Hospitality to the world—to make this 
vision a reality, we will spare no e�ort to develop, improve, 
and sophisticate our products and services.

We look forward to your continued support for ALMEX's 
high value-added products, customer-oriented solutions and 
services, as well as our commitment to customers and all 
stakeholders.

At ALMEX Inc., we utilize leading-edge technology to 
provide total solution products and services, such as automatic 
payment units (KIOSKs), self-check-in units, and front desk 
management systems, for various organizations including 
medical institutions, business and boutique hotels, restaurants, 
golf courses, and amusement facilities, to improve the 
e�ciency of business operations surrounding each store, 
facility, and market, as well as to support the convenience of 
facility users. Over the past half century, we have grown to 
position ourselves at the top of market shares in many of these 
areas.

Beyond supporting our customers with our products and 
services to strengthen their operational e�ciency, we strive to 
bring a high-level of convenience to the end users.

At the same time, we have been cultivating our know-how 
to combine existing technologies in response to the voices of 
our customers, which is the decisive di�erence between us and 
other companies delivering only mass-produced 
general-purpose products. It is our commitment and honor to 
provide our customers with the best products, services, and 
solutions that truly please them.  

Founded in 1966, ALMEX has been successfully growing 
for over half a century, thanks to the high evaluations from our 
customers for our ability to develop products that meet their 
exact needs, skillful techniques of customizing each product, as 
well as a sincere attitude towards working closely with them.

Our keywords with three axes towards the next 
generation

As the times drastically change, we will not rest on our 
laurels, but will continue to take on new challenges.

Our keyword towards the next generation is 
"Techno-Hospitality = TECHNOLOGY × HOSPITALITY."

�is is ALMEX's original term expressing our philosophy
and strong desire to continue providing the ultimate 
hospitality to our customers and their end users, through 
continuous innovation with optimal and cutting-edge 
technologies. In order to embody this goal, we are currently 
implementing business with the following three unshakable 
major axes in mind.

�e �rst axis is to build a more solid and �exible
organization and business foundation that is well adapted to 
the era of digital transformation (DX) in Japan, which is our 
home market and the foundation of our existence. Based on 
the trust and credibility we have cultivated with our customers 
over the years, we will further strengthen our customer success 
services, as well as our ability to customize services to meet the 
needs and challenges of our customers. As a powerful and truly 
reliable business partner of our customers, we will strive to be 
the best player by far.

�e second axis is to thoroughly pursue globalization of our
business. Aiming for this goal, our �rst step is to challenge 
ourselves to globalize our development system and technology 
creation network. In order to provide our customers with more 
optimal products faster and at a more reasonable price, we will 
steadily build and strengthen our collaboration and network 
with overseas partners in a value chain of development, 
manufacturing, purchasing, and supply of our products and 
services. In addition, we will make our products multilingual 
and innovate UI/UX from a long-term perspective to provide 
inbound solutions to the hotel and medical industries, which 
support Japan's growth strategy to become a tourism and 
healthcare nation. Furthermore, we will promote an outbound 
strategy to develop our overseas business. Based on our local 
subsidiary ASTA (ALMEX SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY ASIA) 
in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, which was established in 

Techno-Hospitality to the world
Looking ahead to another 50 years of progress with our customers

President and Representative Director 

Shohei Mabuchi
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Products

Medical
 Service Systems

Hospitality for lobbies
and waiting rooms

Hospitals and clinics need to simplify procedures for their patients as well as 
employees. All ALMEX products and services are created with this goal in mind. 
As Japan’ s premier supplier of automatic payment units and returning guests 
reception units, ALMEX o�ers comprehensive front desk operation solutions to 
bring greater convenience for patients and higher operational e�ciency for 
employees.

No.1 introduction results
Technology for comprehensive
healthcare market support

From reception to examinations 
and payments—a 
comprehensive front desk 
service for medical facilities 

Medication
information

Billing
information

Automatic
payment

Examination
informationReception Hospital

rooms

Automatic returning
patient reception unit
Performs reception 
processes efficiently and can 
be linked with other units

Automatic payment unit
Improves the speed and efficiency of 
accounting and other hospital 
operations

Automatic payment units
for clinics and 
dispensing pharmacies
Cost-saving, space-saving, and 
operation-saving—three saving effects 
that will bring higher efficiency to your 
business.

Next generation
reception machine
Sma-pa TERMINAL

An innovative, next-generation 
reception machine that brings 
convenience to patients, hospital staff, 
and medical institution 
managers--a major 
milestone toward a 
society where you can 
visit medical institutions 
empty-handed

Hospital display system
Helps make waiting rooms 
more comfortable and 
stress-free

Waiting number
indication app
Sma-pa DISPLAY
Sma-pa is a 
smartphone app 
which lets you check 
your waiting number 
anywhere and 
anytime.

Pay Later App 
for Medical
Service Fees
Sma-pa CHECK OUT
No need to wait for 
checkout. The app 
enables cashless 
medical services using 
credit card, etc.

Online eligibility verification support
Card reader with facial recognition
"Sma-pa Mynatouch"
My Number Card for easy, safe, and speedy eligibility 
verification at the reception

Manufacture and sale of hospital systems
Automatic payment processing units, automatic reception units for returning patients,
automatic insurance form confirmation units, examination-invoice-medicine display systems,
bedside units, slide-out electronic refrigerator

Products
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More information is
available on the ALMEX website.

https://www.almex.jp/



Hotel Service Systems
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Self-check-in KIOSK
-LINEUP-
Stand type,Table-top type,Built-in type
・Smart operation through cooperation 

with PMS manufacturers and room key 
manufacturers
・Secure design with enhanced guide 

display
・Variety of payment methods 
  Cash, credit card, and QR code 

payments
・Dedicated cashless unit(Table-top type 

KIOSK) 

Hotel System
“Wincal”

Online Advance Check-in

PMS designed for 
check-in with a simple 
interface, mainly 
targeting 
accommodation-oriented 
hotels

This service guides you through the 
advance registration of guest names for 
hotel reservations on online reservation 
sites that are linked with PMS. 
Working together with the self check-in 
units, the entire process up to being 
issued your room key is speed up.  

Guest room ICT system
・Flexible design to easily create information screens from the 

management screen
・Equipped with a mirroring function
・Built-in Wi-Fi router
・Display various congestion conditions in the building
・Connection with IoT devices in 

guest rooms
・Abundant VOD contents
・Linked to PMS
・Equipped with a data analysis 

function

Products

Provide prompt 
"Omotenashi (hospitality)" 
to go beyond 

Help to improve business productivity
"New Normal Reception" Self-service check-in/out KIOSKs to realize 
non-face-to-face and non-contact interaction in various situations

Cordial hospitality in pursuit of e�cient 
non-face-to-face service to meet diverse guest needs

Table-top type KIOSK Furniture in Kiosk 

Stand type KIOSK

Links with
Internet travel

agencies

Links with
IC key locks

Links with
video-on-demand

of other
companies

Links with
hotel

reservation
websites

Links with
automated

payment units

Front desk
support system
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More information is
available on the ALMEX website.

https://www.almex.jp/

Products for hotels and inns
Self-check-in KIOSK, hotel systems, Online Advance Check-in, contactless IC card keys, 
Energy-saving card switch, Guest room TV system, video-on-demand systems, 
Linked to IoT devices in guest rooms, wall-mounted hair dryers, etc.

Products

プリ・チェックイン



Golf  Service Systems
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Products

Check-In and Check-Out Systems for Golf Courses
・Rakuten GORA Booking Coordination / Biometric Authentication / QR Barcode / Members Card /
 Phone Number / Name Search: Check-In　・Cash / Credit Card / QR and Barcode: Multi-Payment 
 Device KIOSK　・Credit Card / QR and Barcode: Cashless Payment KIOSK

Products

TEX-2900G
 (Accepts Cash, Credit Card, and QR / Barcode Payments)

Features a luxurious design and plentiful 
functions.
Even with its compact design, it can hold 
large volumes of cash and coins.

・ Equipped with a large volume unit dedicated to 
payment units for both cash and coins.
 Saves time for workers who need to replenish their 

cash when they’ re busy.
・Equipped with a luminescent LED side partition, the 

first of its kind in the industry. The color changes 
allow you to know the operation status of the 
payment unit at a glance from the front desk or lobby.

Tabletop Type KIOSK
 (Accepts Credit Card and QR / Barcode Payments)
A full lineup for this new cashless era

Main Common Option Functions

Furniture Integrated Type KIOSK
(Accepts Cash, Credit Card, and QR / Barcode Payments)

This type of kiosk is integrated with furniture. It 
doesn’ t stand out in, and goes well with, the atmo-
sphere of sophisticated lobbies and front desk 
spaces.
It doesn't ruin the atmosphere of golf course front 
desks and creates a luxurious space.
Filled with excellent functions at a low cost.

APS-2110G
(Accepts Credit Card, and QR / Barcode Payments)

A stylish cashless payment unit with a 
fresh design

・Can be installed on tables and counters
・Uses the fastest class high speed printer in 

the industry.
 It instantly issues easy to read and 

high-quality receipts.

・Saves a lot of space with its ultra-compact 
design
・Checking in and out feels like using an 

information panel, rather than a payment 
unit

ALMEX automatic payment units allow people to check in and out with 
e�ciency so they can spend more time enjoying their day at a golf course. Faster 
front desk operations allow employees to spend less time on reception tasks and 
more time on high-quality customer services. �e result is a guest experience 
with value-added services that make guests glad they chose that course and want 
to return. 

�e best possible solutions
for upgrading customer services
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More information is
available on the ALMEX website.

https://www.almex.jp/

From Check-In 
until Check-Out
designed to 
make a day of golf
even more enjoyable

・Standard equipment for score holder collection spaces
・ By implementing a overturning prevention plate, it can 

be moved even after installation.
・ Monitor can be changed to any angle. 

・Low-cost payment unit that only accepts credit 
card payments
・Compact and space saving design.
・Equipped with a Slit LED
 You can tell the operation condition of the 

payment unit in the front desk and lobby by 
the issuing color changes.

・Check-In　・Point Confirmation and Usage　・QR / Barcode Payment



Self-order  Service Systems
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PC-POS system
MAXNAVI AL-POS
Touch screen input makes using this terminal 
fast and easy to use. The unit is a POS 
terminal that is designed with scalability in 
mind. Furthermore, ALMEX can quickly create 
customized formats to meet the require-
ments of each restaurant and store operator. 
●Includes a reservation management ledger

(restaurant table reservation function)
●Allows remote reservation distribution for

menu data

General-purpose
automatic payment units

FIT series
Automatic payment units 
for various markets to 
automate the reception and 
accounting processes. 
Reduce employees' 
workload and ensure 
smooth front desk 
operations.

Cloud restaurant and store operations support system
MAXNAVI MTO-NET
This cloud-based system simplifies tasks involving the
oversight of restaurant and store operations and sales. 
Operations can be checked on a real-time basis from almost 
any location. An Internet management screen with graphs 
makes it easy to analyze sales and output forms. 

Tabletop ordering terminal
MAXNAVI neo
Allowing customers to enter orders 
directly improves the efficiency of all 
restaurant employees. Terminals can 
be customized to reflect the 
demands of individual companies. 
Strongly support stores by pursuing 
upgraded conveniences that meet 
demands. Can also be used as a 
terminal for employees (MST 
function)

Products

Manufacture and sale of restaurant and store systems
Tabletop ordering terminals, PC-POS and associated systems,
store operations management systems

Products

Customers often complain about the di�culty of receiving services in a timely 
manner and unavailability of materials that explain products in languages 
other than Japanese. By solving this problem, the ALMEX total operating 
system makes operations more e�cient and pleasant. Customization is possible to 
match the requirements of many types of restaurants and stores. Eating out becomes 
even more enjoyable. With ALMEX systems, any restaurant and store can 
improve its ability to make every customer happy. 

Innovative solutions deliver powerful support
for meeting diverse customer needs

Accounting/
Administration

Sales data
management

Order
input/Sales ALMEX delivers next-generation total solutions

for a broad spectrum of restaurants and stores. 
Our systems make operations more e�cient
while precisely identifying and meeting
the needs of customers. 
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More information is
available on the ALMEX website.

https://www.almex.jp/

Supporting 
the creation of stores 
that customers can use 
with peace of mind



Leisure-Hotel  Service Systems
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From the attraction and tra�c of customers 
to the creation of customers 

For e�ective hotel management, we provide total support with our hotel management 
system and boutique hotel search site "Happy Hotel" to help attract customers. 
Furthermore, we contribute to revitalizing the industry as a whole, through our various 
services including "Happy Hotel Reservation","Happy Hotel Keep" which strongly backs 
customer attraction and tra�c, and the o�cial dedicated app "Stay Concierge." 

It is possible to customize 
original screens unique to 
the hotel. We offer content 
plans with an overwhelming 
lineup of over 1,200 titles. 
An attractive ordering system, Wi-Fi, and mirroring function 
are available with this system. 

Payment Unit
(all models accept credit cards)

ALMEX supplies payment units 
for guest rooms and the front 
desk. All models accept credit 
cards and use touch screen 
operations. Guests can complete 
procedures with no difficulty by 
simply following instructions on 
the screen and pressing buttons. 

Products

ステイ・コンシェルジュ

Boutique hotel search site "Happy Hotel" 
that connects owners and customers, and 
the o�cial dedicated app "Stay Concierge". 
With a wide range of services originating 
from the site, we help hotels increase their 
occupancy rates and sales.

Lobby/
front desk 

system

HappyHotel
Reservation

Creating
new possibilities
for boutique hotels

Stay Concierge 
Reservation

Payment
system

Video/order 
system

Hotel Management System
Significantly increases the flexibility of 
operations by enabling hotels to set 
prices that precisely match different 
times of the day and customer segments. 
Entering, revising and replacing 
information is simple. The special 
keyboard with a cash register feel allows 
even new employees to operate the 
system right away.

Happy Hotel

We provide various services, 
including point and reservation 
systems, to attract and traffic 
customers through our "Happy 
Hotel," one of the largest boutique 
hotel search sites in Japan, and the 
official dedicated app "Stay 
Concierge." 
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More information is
available on the ALMEX website.

https://www.almex.jp/

Manufacture and sale of boutique hotel systems
Hotel management systems, payment units (all models accept credit cards), 
multimedia centralized management systems, video-on-demand systems, video programming,
customer management systems, Internet services, App service

Products
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Scope of authentication
Comprehensive member store type credit card payment system
Happy Hotel payment system

PCI DSS

Almex’sAlmex’s Approach

Pursuing
New Possibilities

For safe and secure 
use of our products

Technology has evolved by leaps and bounds over 
the past few years, and is continuing to evolve at 
an even faster pace. We are on the verge of 
realizing an "ultra-smart society" where ICT will 
be utilized to the fullest extent and people will be 
enriched.
Almex is continuously developing products, 
believing that we can contribute to society 
through our e�orts to incorporate cutting-edge 
technologies such as face recognition, AI/robotics, 
and IoT into our existing areas of expertise, in 
order to realize facility management styles that 
our customers' envision.
Pursuing possibilities outside the box, we will
bring new hospitality to realization.

To o�er ALMEX’ s hospitality
to the coming Super Smart Society

Our after-sales service to deliver assurance

We are here 24 hours a day and 365 days a year with 
reliable assistance services tosupport our customers.
In preparation for contingencies such as natural disasters 
and pandemics caused by infectious diseases, we have also 
established a business continuity system by decentralizing 
our operations to multiple locations.
We have a call center, remote-control technical support, 
and on-site repair provided by our branch o�ces 
throughout the nation, so we can handle inquiries, 
requests, etc. speedily even in the event of an urgent 
situation.
With our experienced representatives and skilled �eld 
support technicians, we guarantee exceptional follow-up 
services that you can count on after implementing our 
products.

Quality assurance and 
information security management

Source of trust that keeps us at the top of the market
High quality and strict information management

Beginning with automatic payment units,
ALMEX’ s comprehensive front desk operation
system is now used by many facilities.
We have been chosen by our customers for many years due to our 
high-quality products and strict information management.
We have introduced the ISO 9001 quality management system to 
stably provide products with consistent high quality.
In addition, since we handle important information assets, we are 
proactively working to enhance the level of information security. �ese 
initiatives include the acquisition of ISO27001 certi�cation for stricter 
information management, and the establishment of payment system in 
compliance with PCI DSS, which is the payment card industry's data 
security standard, so that our customers can feel secure in using our 
services.
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We want more people to enjoy our products.
We want to o�er our solutions, which are based on our extensive experience and rich 
technologies, not only to the existing markets but also to new markets.
At Almex, we plan and develop new products and services, aiming to cultivate new 
markets and expand existing ones, and deliver them to various customers. As part of 
these activities, we also provide solutions to the restaurant industry and other speci�c 
markets.

Pioneer new markets by
creating services
to reach unreached customers

Municipality
Processing institutions

Large mass retailer
Commercial complex
Food court

Supermarket
Convenience store

Small store
Restaurant

Pleasure boat
Rental boat
Ferry
Liner

Amusement
Sports gym
Hot Bathing Facilities

Tourist facility
Museum Hotel

Vacation rental
Youth hostel
Japanese inn

Provide consultation to develop 
original KIOSK terminals customized 
to needs and objectives

Clinic
Dispensing pharmacy
Animal hospital

KIOSK Workshop

KIOSK Workshop

R&D

Concept

Next-generation
authentication
technologies

Construction
of cloud DB

infrastructure

Artificial
intelligence

Smart
service

integration

High-speed
app

development

Our support system



IoT / IOE

Fin-tech

AI Robotics
Big data

Biometric
Authentication
Face recognition

Field survey
On-site response capability

Practical ability
Relationship 

with our customers
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ADX Smart Business × Customer Success Service

New Normal Life style
Diversity

& Inclusion

Work style that 
capitalizes on 

individual diversity

Sustainable
Society

Towards a 
sustainable world

Sharing
Economy

Shared use of goods 
and services

Globalization
Inbound/Outbound

Innovations in UI/UX
Challenge towards 

globalization

AI Robotics / Big data

IoT / IOE

Fin-tech

Biometric Authentication
Face recognition

IoT Terminal

Sma-pa
Terminal

TH-Z

TEX-01K

Table-top type KIOSK

Stay Concierge

Sma-pa CHECKOUT

Wincal X

FIT-A

Cyphy-Gate

MAXNAVI neo

1 2 3 4

Create new values and lifestyles
through digital technology × analog technology

"Challenge in four new areas" 
by means of Techno-Hospitality

Non-face-to-face and non-contact services during/post COVID-19 pandemic

New lifestyles are born out of individual diversity, shared convenience, and 
continued sustainable development. ALMEX is committed to such a social 
transformation through technology and hospitality and by dispatching 
Techno-Hospitality to the world, in order to create new social values with all 
of you. 

ALMEX's digital technology supports
Techno-Hospitality

Personal authentication and face recognition
with reliable technology

Digitally native products and services

Create new payment services

AI cameras for heat detection 
and face recognition

Official hotel app
creation service

Multi KIOSK
 terminals

Self-order
Pay-at-the-table system

Automatic payment units /
Automatic check-in units

Medical expense
deferred payment system

Hotel management system

Sma-pa Mynatouch

Online eligibility verification support
Card reader with facial recognition

Incorporation of advanced technologies

ALMEX Inc.      17

ADX Smart Business

×
Customer Success Service



Customers 
and 

partners

Business partners

Karaoke Amusement

Animal hospital

APP users

boutique hotels

Golf courses

Restaurants

Medical 
institutions

Hotels

Government 
and 

administrative agencies

Employees

Customers

Clients

Shareholders Local communities

Management Policy

6 Types of Capitals

Human capital

Input

Manufacturing capital

Financial capital

Intellectual capital

Social capital

Natural capital

Needs of society
Responding to customer needs

ESG initiatives

Management Policy

ALMEX WAY

Materiality

ALMEX 4X

Innovation

Value Cycle

MISSION “Techno-Hospitality to the world”

“Challenge to be the best player by far”

“Winning Culture”

VISION

VALUE

Medical institutions

Hotels

Golf courses

boutique hotels

Amusement

Karaoke

Animal hospital

Restaurants

APP users

M
edium

-term
 m

anagem
ent plan

(Initiatives for ESG and SDGs)
Initiatives for sustainability issues

Environmental value

Economic value

Social value

Resources that support value creation Business activities that support value creation Values provided by Almex

Reinvest
ESG investing

Share of created values

Stakeholders

ALMEX Digital TransformationADX

ALMEX Portfolio TransformationAPX

ALMEX Global TransformationAGX

ALMEX Sustainable TransformationASX

Sustainable challenge for innovations that contribute to solving social issues

1.

2.

3.

4.

Procurement power Operations

Human capital

Skills

Financing power Human connections

Human
capital

Manufacturing
capital

Financial
capital

Intellectual
capital

Social
capital

Natural
capital

Six capitals ALMEX 4X Materiality Stakeholders

Expand our business models Increase value provided to 
customers and productivity

Cultivate existing markets 
while expanding into new 
peripheral markets

Develop product service 
businesses using the latest 
technology
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B
usiness activities

Cultivate existing markets 
while expanding into new 
peripheral markets

Develop product service 
businesses using the latest 
technology

Increase value provided to 
customers and productivity

Expand from the mother 
market to new markets

Commercialization of technologies 
such as Digital Pay/AI/IoT

Create B2B2C services
Promote DX / shift to 
subscription models

Expand our business models

O
utput

Business Domain

The following is Almex's value creation cycle model for reinvestment and ESG 
investment by leveraging the outcomes created by business activities.

Also contributes to the 
achievement of the SDGs 
corresponding to each materiality

Our initiatives toward sustainability
Value creation cycle model

・ Sharing through the penetration of 
ALMEXWAY
Values and commitment culture
・WorkStyle Innovation

Sustainable challenge for innovations 
that contribute to solving social issues

Product development &  Advanced 
technology development

Challenge to reform hybrid operation 
models with a flow model and a stock 
model

We are pursuing the creation of exceptional services through the fusion of 
technology and hospitality at a high level.

We are striving to be a truly reliable business partner to our customers based on 
our trust and credibility, and to be the absolute No. 1 player in the industry that 
will continue to transform to the next level.

We will continue 
to be sincere and 
earnest.

・ Efficient production system with partners
・Quality assurance department in 

collaboration with partner production 
companies

・ Stable financial base through group 
financial structure
・Financial strength to support investments 

aimed at achieving the medium- to 
long-term plan

・Long-term market know-how
・Organizational foundation for creating 

products and services from advanced 
technologies

・Long-lasting trusted relationships with 
customers and partners
・Open collaboration

・Technology infrastructure for creating 
environmentally friendly products and 
services

1. Integrity
We will be sensitive to changes 
and will consider and act with a 
smile and cheerfulness, without 
clinging to past successes.

2. Paranoia optimism
We will tackle everything as if 
they were our own, and take full 
responsibility to the end with 
enthusiasm and accountability.

3. Last man leadership



MISSION

VISION

VALUE
1.

2.

3.

Integrity：We continue to be honest and sincere to our customers, 
partners, suppliers, employees, team members, and ourselves

Paranoia optimism： Being sensitive to change, we always think
and act with a smile and cheerfulness without resting on our 
laurels

Last man leadership：We will always be close to our customers
and take responsibility for everything as our own till the end,
with passion and accountability

Winning Culture
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�e idea that "this is how it should be"

Value provided to our customers

�e company that we want to develop into as a result

�e products and services needed for this

In order to realize our goal, "provide valued products 
and services to our customers and contribute to 
society," we have established ALMEX WAY, the idea 
that "this is how it should be"

We are proud and pleased to deliver safety, security, 
convenience, comfort, and a�uence to the world through the 
creation of products and services combining o�ine "physical 
space" and online "cyber space"

Techno-Hospitality to the world

We aim to become a company that is trusted by customers as the best player 
by far while innovating towards the "to be
the next necessity"

We aim to be a company that uses technology as an asset to continue 
renewing the added value of our OMO (Online Merges with O�ine) services

We aim to be a company that connects Japan and the world by creating and 
nurturing inbound and outbound businesses

Challenge to be the best player by far 
1.

2.

3.



Sales Promotion Management Dept.
Hokkaido Branch
Morioka Branch
South Tohoku Branch
Takasaki Branch
Niigata sales office
Chiba Branch
Utsunomiya Branch
Tokyo Area First Branch
Tokyo Area Second Branch
Tachikawa Branch
Yokohama Branch
Shizuoka Branch
Chubu Branch
Kanazawa Branch
Kansai First Branch
Kansai Second Branch
Takamatsu Branch
Matsuyama sales office
Hiroshima Branch
Kyushu Branch
Kagoshima Branch
Okinawa Branch

Marketing Sales Division

Head office
MEGURO CENTRAL SQUARE, 3-1-1,Kamiosaki, Shinagawa-ku,Tokyo,141-0021,Japan
Tel: +813-6820-1411 / Fax: +813-6741-4647

2-19-17, Kaminarimon, Taito-ku, Tokyo, 111-8676, Japan

2-19-17, Kaminarimon, Taito-ku, Tokyo, 111-8676, Japan
2-19-17, Kaminarimon, Taito-ku, Tokyo, 111-8676, Japan

1-204, Fukujuchohongo, Hashima City, Gifu, 501-6254, Japan
MEGURO CENTRAL SQUARE, 3-1-1,Kamiosaki,Shinagawa-ku,Tokyo,141-0021,Japan
2-19-17, Kaminarimon, Taito-ku, Tokyo, 111-8676, Japan
2-19-17, Kaminarimon, Taito-ku, Tokyo, 111-8676, Japan

2-19-17, Kaminarimon, Taito-ku, Tokyo, 111-8676, Japan
MEGURO CENTRAL SQUARE, 3-1-1,Kamiosaki,Shinagawa-ku,Tokyo,141-0021,Japan

ALMEX SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY ASIA SDN.BHD.
19-8-3A  Level 8, UOA Centre  No.19,
Jalan Pinang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur MALAYSIA

R&D Division

Logistics Service Solutions Division

Structural Reform Division

Overseas subsidiary

Showroom
2-19-17, Kaminarimon, Taito-ku, Tokyo, 111-8676, Japan
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outsourcing

MEGURO CENTRAL SQUARE, 3-1-1,Kamiosaki,Shinagawa-ku,Tokyo,141-0021,Japan
16-1-31, Kita27-jo higashi, Higashi-ku, Sapporo City, Hokkaido, 065-0027, Japan
3-28-24, Motomiya, Morioka City, Iwate, 020-0866, Japan
1-5-26, Tomizawa, Taihaku-ku, Sendai City, Miyagi, 982-0032, Japan
3-14-7, Midoricho, Takasaki City, Gunma, 370-0073, Japan
1-2-3, Atago, Chuo-ku, Niigata City, Niigata, 950-0944, Japan
6-26-25, Sakuragi, Wakaba-ku, Chiba City, Chiba, 264-0028, Japan
5-5-7, Higashishukugo, Utsunomiya City, Tochigi, 321-0953, Japan
3-17-2, Kikukawa, Sumida-ku, Tokyo, 130-0024, Japan
MEGURO CENTRAL SQUARE, 3-1-1,Kamiosaki,Shinagawa-ku,Tokyo,141-0021,Japan
3-1-5, Yagawa, Kunitachi City, Tokyo, 186-0015, Japan
Premiere Yokohama 4F, 1-30-1, Nakagawachuo, Tsuzuki-ku, Yokohama City, Kanagawa Prefecture, 224-0003, Japan
369-16, Nakanoshinden, Suruga-ku, Shizuoka City, Shizuoka, 422-8051, Japan
39, Yasujicho, Nishi-ku, Nagoya City, Aichi, 452-0815, Japan
1-143, Magiramachi, Kanazawa City, Ishikawa, 921-8005, Japan
4-10-3, Higashinakajima, Higashiyodogawa-ku, Osaka City, Osaka, 533-0033, Japan
4-10-3, Higashinakajima, Higashiyodogawa-ku, Osaka City, Osaka, 533-0033, Japan
3025-16, Ota Shimomachi, Takamatsu City, Kagawa, 761-8073, Japan
4-9-6, Sambancho, Matsuyama City, Ehime, 790-0003, Japan
4-4-7, Honmachi, Fuchu-cho, Aki-gun, Hiroshima, 735-0006, Japan
1-4-5, Higashihie, Hakata-ku, Fukuoka City, Fukuoka, 812-0007, Japan
6-18-50, Tagami, Kagoshima City, Kagoshima, 890-0034, Japan
2-22-10, Tomari, Naha City, Okinawa, 900-0012, Japan

Planning Department

Management Department
Development Department

Producing Department
Purchasing Department
Service Operations Department
Techno Service Department

Quality Assurance Department
Planning Department

Business Creation Division


